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TRASPORTATION 
 

G. Galilei Airport - Pisa 
Airport Phone : +39 050 849111 

Hotel direction: 21,7 miles S/O 

 

Peretola Airport - Amerigo Vespucci – Florence 
Airport Phone: +39 055 30315 

Hotel direction: 43,5 miles E 

 

Train Station 
Stazione di Lucca – 0,43 miles  



Lucca 
Destination : Lucca 

Lucca, a living testimony to past times, kingdoms and dominions, lies in a green 

valley just north west of Florence, at the foot of the Apuan Alps and less than half 

an hour from the coast of Versilia. Easy to reach both by car as well as train from 

both Pisa and Florence, this almost perfectly preserved jewel of medieval 

architecture and buildings, emanates charm and shows layers of history from 

every corner of its narrow winding streets. The historical city Center has almost 

totally preserved its original aspect, offering an exquisite architectural patrimony 

with the many medieval churches (Lucca has been nicknamed “the 100 

churches’ city”), towers and monumental renaissance palaces. Lucca is renowned 

for the well-preserved 16th and 17th century Renaissance walls encircling its 

historic city Center and its cobblestone streets, and for its great musical tradition 

with many important composers, including Luigi Boccherini and Giacomo 

Puccini living and working in Lucca. 

 





1. Lucca's Wall 

2. San Michele in Foro Church 

3. San Martino Cathderal 

4. Church and Baptistery of San Giovanni and Reparata 

5. Piazza dell' Anfiteatro 

6. Guinigi Tower 

7. Via Fillungo and Torre delle Ore 

8. Puccini House Museum 

9. San Frediano Church 

10.Botanic Garden 

11.Historic and Artisan Shops 

12.Villa Giunigi National Museum 

13.Palazzo Mansi 

Top Attractions in Lucca 

Place Your Image Here 



Piazza del Giglio 

 
Location: 

Located in the historical city center of Lucca, in the heart of Tuscany, the hotel 

reflects the authenticity of this breathtaking territory, harmoniously blending art 

and culture with modern, leading edge luxury concepts, minimizing 

environmental impacts by efficiency and moderation in the use of materials and 

energy. 

Here everything is authentic. Starting from Lucca, a living testimony of past 

kingdoms and dominions, almost totally preserved in its original aspect, offering 

and exquisite architectural patrimony with the many medieval churches, towers 

and monumental renaissance palaces. The building hosting the hotel is an elegant 

and historic palace dating from XVI Century, located in the hearth of Lucca. 

Transformed into a hotel in 1857 it soon became a point of reference for Italian 

and International artists and composers like the lyric music maestro Giacomo 

Puccini, intellectuals and philosophers, jazz legends like Chet Baker, poets like 

Giuseppe Ungaretti, kings and aristocrats. The Gold Book of the hotel, is 

preserved in Lucca’s Public Library as a testimony of the city’s cultural heritage. 

We have an authentic passion for hospitality. The atmosphere within the hotel is 

relaxed and harmoniously blending authentic Tuscan style with modern facilities 

and state of the art technology 





The Hotel 

 
The Hotel 

The newest Autograph Collection hotel is an elegant and historic palace dating 

from XVI Century, located in the hearth of Lucca, in front of Teatro del Giglio 

and Palazzo Ducale and steps away from the XI Century Cathedral, the Guinigi 

Tower and all other jewels of medieval architecture and history. Transformed into 

a hotel in 1857 it soon became a point of reference for Italian and International 

artists and composers performing at the Theatre in front of the hotel, like the lyric 

music maestro Giacomo Puccini. Intellectuals and philosophers like John Ruskin 

e Robin Collingwood, composers like Pietro Mascagni and Leoncavallo, jazz 

legends like Chet Baker, poets like Giuseppe Ungaretti, kings and aristocrats 

have signed the Gold Book of the hotel, which is presently preserved in Lucca’s 

Public Library as a testimony of the city’s history and cultural heritage. 





Elegance Room 







Prestige Room 





Junior Suite 









Duplex Junior Suite 







Suite 

 







Entrance and  

Reception  

 







Restaurant 

 







Lounge 

 





Pre-Opening Information 
 

Email: dosm@granduniverselucca.com 

Tel. +39 0583 493678  

       +39 0583 954854 

Mobile +39 366 6464009 
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